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DESCRIPTION

56841

2009 Tua Rita Redigaffi

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$295.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The 2009 Redigaffi bursts onto the palate with an exciting melange of blackberries, grilled herbs, flowers, mint, rosemary and spices. It is a
powerful, juicy Merlot loaded with fruit, but there is also more than enough structure to provide support. Dark notes of tar, incense and smoke
add complexity on the finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

75214

2011 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$1,395.00

N/A

N/A

"Opulent and expressive, opening with coffee and vanilla aromas that lead to sweet plum and black cherry flavors. Leather, tobacco and iron
notes contribute to the complexity. Lingers with a powerful, structured finish. Merlot." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 97pts

75213

2011 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$575.00

N/A

N/A

"From Italy’s most celebrated 7-hectare plot of Merlot, the 2011 Masseto is a wine of grand and lofty ambitions that happily materialize in
the glass. This wine delivers on all the many promises it makes. First is the exceptional quality of the bouquet with seamless integration of
dark fruit to spice, to chocolate, to Mediterranean herb. The aromas are presented in kaleidoscope effect so that many bright colors blend
into one. Second, is the mouthfeel that is as supple, rich and persistent as you should expect of a wine of this pedigree. Lastly, is the
wine’s aging potential that is already evident in terms of the integrated acidity and the richness of the tannins. In fact, the tannins are
absolutely gorgeous here: They are silky, refined and delightful. It’s not the greatest Masseto ever made, but it performs beautifully
nonetheless." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts "Opulent and expressive, opening with coffee and vanilla aromas that lead to sweet
plum and black cherry flavors. Leather, tobacco and iron notes contribute to the complexity. Lingers with a powerful, structured finish. Merlot."
- Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 97pts

60670

2010 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$1,375.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Masseto is truly monumental, leaving you breathless and wordless all at once. Once you sip the wine, it takes a few minutes
before you grasp the enormity of its beauty and potential. You almost have to wonder how enologist Axel Heinz could conceive of a wine this
beautiful - and how did he execute it? I could wax poetic for hours: Dark cherry, chocolate, baking spice and tobacco smoke lift off the
bouquet in thin veils and magical puffs. The quality of the aromas is exceptional, but again, the seamless integration is what makes Masseto
a protagonist of Italian wine. No matter how much time goes by, that beauty will remain firmly etched in your memory bank" - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 98pts

60669

2010 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$550.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Masseto is truly monumental, leaving you breathless and wordless all at once. Once you sip the wine, it takes a few minutes
before you grasp the enormity of its beauty and potential. You almost have to wonder how enologist Axel Heinz could conceive of a wine this
beautiful - and how did he execute it? I could wax poetic for hours: Dark cherry, chocolate, baking spice and tobacco smoke lift off the
bouquet in thin veils and magical puffs. The quality of the aromas is exceptional, but again, the seamless integration is what makes Masseto
a protagonist of Italian wine. No matter how much time goes by, that beauty will remain firmly etched in your memory bank" - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 98pts

28126

2009 Tenuta Dell' Orlnellaia Masseto

$1,050.00

N/A

N/A

"A very powerful and rich Merlot-based red that delivers so much currant bush, tobacco and toasty oak character. Full and layered. Goes on
for minutes on the palate." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94pts

37648

2008 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$975.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2008 Masseto comes across as relatively reserved and along the lines of vintages like 1988 that age beautifully but aren’t the
blockbuster type wines usually associated with Maremma. Freshly cut flowers, crushed rocks, spices and black cherries are some of the
aromas and flavors that emerge from the 2008. This is an exceptionally beautiful Masseto that impresses for its elegance. The wine fleshes
out nicely in the glass, while retaining its refined personality." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

31238

2007 Tua Rita Redigaffi

$285.00

N/A

"Shows violet, cream, mineral, mint and blueberry on the nose. Full-bodied, with fabulous fruit and polished, velvety tannins. The finish lasts
for minutes. The balance is wonderful. Deep and beautiful. Hard not to drink now." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 98pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

